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Product Name X12DPG-QR 

Release Version 1.02.08 
Build Date 12/03/2021 
Previous Version N/A 
Update Category Recommended 

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements  

New features 1. Supports Intel Cscript via Redfish 

Fixes 

1. Fixed issue where the storage card controller “Create RAID” 

button is still enabled even when System Lockdown is 

disabled. 

2. Fixed inconsistencies with Redfish responses. 

3. NTP primary server is now checked for the correct IP address. 

4. Fan curve for fan speed mode has been corrected. 

5. The issue where SYS-220GQ-TNAR+ GPU S/N showing 

incorrectly or missing info on web GUI has been corrected. 



6. Fixed ME status showing “Recovery” after finishing update 

after using the flash update tool. 

7. New JAVA certificate installed. 

8. Now supports BIOS runtime update. 

9. Initial value of “Subject” is now set. 

10. Corrected the titles for fields in Alerts page. 

11. Changed default to “checked” to Auth and Private protocol. 

12. Fixed string handling issues of the Authentication/Encryption 

key fields. 

13. IPMI configuration files are now screened before allowing 

upload.  Check box location has been corrected. 

14. Update BIOS on Next Boot can now be triggered by "Power 

Reset". 

15. The Enable/disable Systemlockdown issue on the web GUI is 

fixed.  

16. Autoconfig is now enabled, when IPv6 is enabled with 

stateless mode, to fix TC267. 

17. Issue where Domain names can’t be saved in DDNS page is 

fixed. 

18. Fixed Redfish web notifications and alerts. 

19. It is no longer possible to delete a user’s own account while 

logged in. 

20. Fixed an issue where the iKVM port becomes 0 after reloading 

a configuration file. 

21. The close button in the “Preference” page in iKVM (HTML5) 

has been relocated inside the page. 

22. Fixed data mismatches when comparing Excel file and Web 

Event log. 

23. Fixed an issue where the GPU location in the web GUI is not 

displayed clearly. 

24. Fixed BBU status error. 



25. Fixed IPMIECO TC 267 Mount ISO over IPv6 failure. 

26. Fixed issue where username and password requirement are 

inconsistent with tips/Help info [134149] - User is able to 

enter 65 characters as Authentication Key and Encryption key 

when setting Alerts with SNMPv3 protocol. 

27. Corrected issue where the CPU SEL event triggers SEL itself to 

return a 500 error. 

28. Fixed issue when changing languages, some texts are not 

translated in the web GUI. 

29. Corrected PFR "Recover" button where it greys out when 

DCMS license is deactivated. 

30. Fixed issue where user is unable to configure SMTP when 

setting Alerts. 

31. Added support for the BPN-NVME4-228N-S4 backplane. 

 

  

  


